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Abstract
In this paper, we describe recent performance improvements
to the production Marchex speech recognition system for our
spontaneous customer-to-business telephone conversations. In
our previous work, we focused on in-domain language and
acoustic model training. In this work we employ state-of-the-art
semi-supervised lattice-free maximum mutual information (LF-
MMI) training process which can supervise over full lattices
from unlabeled audio. On Marchex English (ME), a modern
evaluation set of conversational North American English, we
observed a 3.3% (3.2% for agent, 3.6% for caller) reduction in
absolute word error rate (WER) with 3x faster decoding speed
over the performance of the 2017 production system. We expect
this improvement boost Marchex Call Analytics system perfor-
mance especially for natural language processing pipeline.
Index Terms: conversational speech recognition, acoustic
modeling, language modeling, semi-supervised training, data
selection
1. Introduction
Marchex’s call and speech analytics business handles over one
million calls per one business day, analyzing decades of au-
dio per week. These spontaneous conversational, consumer-
to-business phone calls occur on modern mixture of mobile
phones and landlines, capturing everyday North American di-
alog in every possible accent variant, speech rate, English lan-
guage fluency, speaker demographic, under broad environmen-
tal conditions, with a comprehensive, colloquial vocabulary. Al-
though there have been incredible performance improvements
on large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR)
task [1, 2, 3], these variabilities, which vary over time, often
obscure the true performance of a production automatic speech
recognition (ASR) system due to inconsistencies between the
training and test-set data. In real world, test-set data is rapidly
changing as new products and businesses come up.
To more fully harness the new data and scale of Marchex
call traffic, this paper elaborates on the semi-supervised ap-
proach that we introduced in [4] to substantially increase the
quantity and quality of telephone speech transcripts available to
train a modern, production-ready conversational LVCSR sys-
tem. Furthermore, this approach enables us to maintain the
production system performance to be stable from unavoidable
time-varying real test-set data.
For acoustic modeling, it is valuable to have such a large
and varied dataset which captures diverse language contexts,
noise conditions as well as changes in acoustic channel features
based on shifts in device and codec technology. To obtain bet-
ter quality transcripts, we re-decoded the original unsupervised
dataset of 30,000 hours of audio, using the production online-
nnet2 model. Post-processing and re-selecting the most suitable
utterances yielded a new 5,500 hour dataset [4] that was used to
train a series of time-delay neural network (TDNN) acoustic
models with the LF-MMI sequence objective function [5]. This
data is decoded transcription chosen by confidence measure and
perplexity threshold. Because this is not manual transcription
by human, we cannot guarantee whether the 1-best transcription
is the correct or not. This could be critical issue for discrimina-
tive training which mainly depends on reference transcription.
In this sense, we expect that full lattice-based semi-supervised
LF-MMI training uses these data more appropriately than 1-best
approach. In this work, we fixed 5,500 hour dataset as training
data to verify performance difference only from acoustic model
difference.
Our objectives in this work is to obtain the lowest possible
word error rate (WER) production system on the ME evaluation
dataset. Unlike other efforts [6, 7, 1, 2, 3] that explicitly eschew
practical considerations such as speed (decoding real-time fac-
tor) and memory consumption (model size), we have concen-
trated on making the best use of our data scale to efficiently
improve and maintain our production ASR accuracy. The im-
portance of ASR accuracy with respect to downstream natural
language processing (NLP) model performance can be under-
stood in two ways. 1) Some types of mis-transcriptions char-
acterized by admissible substitutions can be learned by down-
stream classifiers. To the extent that the sequence is not distinct
from other conversational utterances, precision will suffer. 2)
Mis-transcriptions characterized by deletions, especially where
monosyllabic words are key features, lead to downstream mod-
els that learn spurious relationships [8].
The paper is organized as follows, Section 2 will provide
an overview of the speech recognition system, detailing the up-
dates to the acoustic model training regime. Section 3 will sum-
marize the experiments and results while Section 4 provides
perspective on lessons learned and directions for future work.
2. System Improvements
Marchex call processing servers receive two channels of 8kHz
µ-law encoded audio for the caller and agent call-legs. Both
channels are individually segmented by an online Voice Activ-
ity Detector (VAD), creating single utterances that are stored in
a large Apache Kafka audio topic, each transcribed in turn by a
fleet of Amazon Web Services (AWS)-based production Kaldi
[9] hosts. Each Kaldi hosts runs a decoder using a deep neu-
ral network acoustic model and utilizes a decoding graph with
an enhanced lexicon and a very large, conversational language
model (LM) [4].
Figure 1 shows the sequence of training operations. The
seed model is “pre-built” deep neural network - hidden Markov
model (DNN-HMM) hybrid model provided with Kaldi1.
1This seed model can be downloaded from http://kaldi-
asr.org/downloads/build/8/trunk/egs/fisher english/.
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In preparation to improve the existing online-nnet2 training
regime, the lexicon was enhanced with pronunciation probabili-
ties for words with multiple phonetic pronunciations and silence
probabilities between phonemes within a word were also added
[10]. Next, acoustic model training recipes were updated to use
Kaldi nnet3 TDNN architectures [5, 11, 12].
The tools and training recipe for our experiments are based
on the semi-supervised LF-MMI work by Manohar et al. [11]
who use the Fisher English [13] dataset with a seed model
trained on purely supervised (only hand-labeled) transcripts. By
contrast, our TDNN seed model was trained on semi-supervised
data (5,500 hours). The supervised data is only 14 hours among
5,500 hours of training data. Because our previous model is also
trained using semi-supervised approach with 1-best decoded re-
sult (transcript), we expect to reduce WER considerably.
2.1. Semi-supervised acoustic modeling
A TDNN is a kind of feed-forward neural network architecture
shown to be effective in handling long range temporal depen-
dencies. Each layer operates at a different temporal resolution
with initial layers processing smaller contexts, while deeper lay-
ers attend to wider temporal contexts. TDNNs improve on limi-
tations of traditional recurrent neural networks (RNNs) i.e. high
computational complexity that is non-parallelizable, with a sub-
sampling technique where each layer’s input is selected from
specific time steps in the previous layers. By carefully selecting
splicing indices, per-layer computation is reduced while assur-
ing an adequate amount of temporal context is seen by each
layer of the network [10, 5].
In moving to new nnet3 TDNN recipes, a number of up-
dates were made along the way. These included overhauling the
non-linearity function from p-norm to ReLU, applying dropout
and tuning the size of the left/right context and the dimension
of the output layer. The final recipes also utilized a factorized
TDNN or TDNN from [12], which improves on the state of the
art TDNN+LSTM (long short term memory), by constraining
one of each weight matrix’s two factors to be semi-orthogonal.
TDNN-F also employs a ResNet-style skip connection to con-
catenate the output of previous non-adjacent layers.
2.1.1. LF-MMI Training
We will give a brief overview of LF-MMI training with semi-
supervised lattice supervision. For a full description, the reader
is assigned an exhaustive study of [9, 10, 5]. For acoustic
modeling, maximum mutual information (MMI) is an objec-
tive function used in sequence discriminative training of neural
networks. Word lattices are generated from the training data us-
ing a frame-level, cross-entropy pre-trained Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) model and a “weak” language model. There
are two sets of lattices, a numerator and denominator lattice.
The numerator represents the “alignment” of the correct sen-
tence, while the denominator lattice embodies all possible word
sequences from the recognizer and is generated using a very
big beam. The denominator lattice in the training objective is
the same for all utterances. Optimization involves gathering
statistics and re-estimating model parameters using the forward-
backward algorithm over these word-level lattices.
In LF-MMI, sequence discriminative training is done from
“scratch”, at the finer phone resolution, without using word-
lattices. A GMM or deep neural network-hidden Markov model
(DNN-HMM) system may be used generate lattices from which
phone graphs are derived. For the MMI objective, there are
now numerator and denominator graphs which are stored as Fi-
Figure 1: AM training process
nite State Acceptors (FSA). Accordingly, there still needs to
be a summation over all possible label sequences, so a 4-gram
phone-level LM, in lieu of a word-level LM, is used to create
the denominator graph, which is post-processed to be as small
as possible for practical on-GPU training.
Finally, within a LF-MMI training regime with lattice-
based supervision, a seed LF-MMI decoder generates decoding
lattices from unlabeled audio. These lattices are rescored with
a strong LM, incorporated with tolerances, converted to phone-
level graphs then per-utterance FSTs. Finally they are split into
numerator FSTs of fixed lengths for use in LF-MMI training.
In this case tolerances represent the “slack” or “wiggle room”
given to each phone’s alignment in a window around where it
was defined in the lattice.
The intuition is that these graphs, from unsupervised audio,
contain alternative paths, expressing a level of uncertainty that
is useful to propagate back into the model training and optimiza-
tion phase. By not collapsing these alternatives, the optimiza-
tion and strong LM rescoring steps have a better opportunity to
more accurately supervise.
Table 1: A summary of training condition
Subset Full-set
Sample Rate 8kHz
Feature vector 40d MFCC + 100d iVector
Frame length 25 ms
Frame hopsize 10 ms
Cepstral Mean Normalization No
Language Model 3-gram (KN smoothing)
Lexicon 134,720 words
Total # utterances 883,696 11,724,400
Total speech audio hours 548.1 5,526.5
Total # of speakers 346,282 507,461
Input Layer Dimension 140
# of Hidden Layers 11
Output Layer Dimension2 4,856 6,358
3. Experiments
To verify effectiveness of LF-MMI lattice-supervision, we
performed semi-supervised LF-MMI experiments using 5,500
hours training data. All experiments were performed using
Kaldi toolkit [9].
3.1. Experiments on a 550 hour subset
To validate suitability of LF-MMI lattice-supervision, we per-
formed preliminary experiments before we build the final pro-
duction model. Table 1 shows a summary of training condi-
tion. Utterances were chosen based on the criteria that there
be sufficient leading and trailing time on each speech segment,
i.e. are correctly segmented. The model was trained with 14
supervised hours and 534 unsupervised hours of data. iVector
extractor was also trained on the combined datasets. Our test-
set is chosen from ME, a modern-day North American English
conversational task comprised of 7,000 utterances or 4.5 hours
of no-filler, manually transcribed conversational audio, sourced
from more than 3,000 calls.
We trained 4 different kinds of models, TDNN (tdnn 7b),
TDNN-LSTM (tdnn lstm 1b), bi-directional gated re-
current unit (bGRU; bgru 1a3) and factorized TDNN-F
(tdnn 7o). Table 2 shows the results to select the model struc-
ture for the production. We considered WER, the number of
model parameters, the size of acoustic model (AM), the size of
weighted finite state transducer (WFST), and decoding speed
(real time factor; RTF) to select the model for semi-supervised
experiment. We want to note that this experiment is also semi-
supervised training. The reference transcriptions for unsuper-
vised data are from the decoded results by using our produc-
tion online-nnet2 model. RTF which is slower than real-time
(2.39 for bGRU in Table 2) is not appropriate for the produc-
tion model even the model shows the best performance. There-
fore we selected TDNN (tdnn 7o) based on the results (WER:
2nd, the number of model parameters: 2nd, AM size: the 3rd,
WFST size: the same across the models, RTF: 1st). Then using
TDNN (tdnn 7o) as the model for re-decoding, we performed
semi-supervised experiment with 1-best and full-lattice based
approach.
Table 3 shows the results for comparing 1-best and full
2There are the same number of output layer dimension across the
different type of models because the models share tree structure.
3We did make small change (putting right side GRU-layer instead of
TDNN-layer) based on tdnn opgru 1b.
lattice-based semi-supervised approaches. Here the WER gain
TDNN model (tdnn 7o) from the same model in Table 2
is from better quality transcription (one more semi-supervised
training with the same training data). Even though there is no
performance difference on agent side between two models, we
observed 0.4% absolute (3.3% relative) WER improvement on
caller side. We could think this is small improvement. How-
ever, in real production system, this could be huge difference if
we consider over one million calls per one business day. Fur-
thermore, this can be a meaningful difference for NLP modeling
of Marchex Call Analytics system.
The interesting results we found was full-lattice based
semi-supervised TDNN model (tdnn 7o) using 550 hours of
training data outperformed our production online-nnet2 model,
DNN (nnet2) in Table 3, which is trained using 5,500 hours
of training data. The actual gains are 1.0% for agent channel
and 1.3% for caller channel, respectively. We expect more gain
using full 5,500 hours of training data. We repeat these experi-
ments using full 5,500 hours training data.
3.2. Experimental results
Table 4 shows the results of semi-supervised acoustic modeling
described in Section 2.1. The testset is the same as 550 hour
subset experiment (4.5 hours). We report WER figures, per call-
channel as well results from rescoring with a 4-gram LM and a
Tensorflow LSTM LM (TF-LSTM).
We followed standard scoring method similar to other re-
searches [1, 2, 14]. There were a scoring changes from our pre-
vious results reported in [4]. Those are partial words {gue- vs.
guess, guest}, multiple words {firestone vs. fire stone}, collo-
quial forms {going to vs. gonna}. Hesitations and filler words
{uh, um, ah, er} were also removed. In Table 4, you can see the
baseline performance is 10.3% and 13.2%, agent and caller re-
spectively, based on new scoring (14.3% and 17.5%, agent and
caller respectively in [4]).
The seed for each model is the model in the previous line.
The initial seed model for DNN (nnet2) is the DNN (nnet2)
model provided with Kaldi (see footnote 1).
In Table 4, 4-gram results are better than 3-gram LM. We
also verified TF-LSTM LM outperformed 4-gram LM. How-
ever, we could not observed noticeable performance improve-
ment on full lattice-based semi-supervised TDNN (tdnn 7o).
TF-LSTM LM rescoring takes time and we need to put ad-
ditional neural network model to production. So we decided
1st-pass decoding full lattice-based semi-supervised TDNN
(tdnn 7o) as production model.
We compare the result with 3-gram LM here. The semi-
supervised (1-best) TDNN (tdnn 7o) showed 2.0% (agent),
2.3% (caller) absolute WER improvement over DNN (nnet2)
model. This is significant improvement exceeding our ex-
pectation. This gain comes mostly from semi-supervised LF-
MMI approach. For the semi-supervised (full-lattice) TDNN
(tdnn 7o) showed absolute WER improvements 1.2% and
1.3% absolute WER improvement for agent and caller chan-
nel, respectively over the semi-supervised (1-best) TDNN
(tdnn 7o). This shows how factorized TDNN significantly
improved quality of transcription data for training. And this also
shows that the full lattice-based approach is effective especially
for a semi-supervised training process. Finally we observed a
3.3% (3.2% for agent, 3.6% for caller) reduction in absolute
word error rate (WER) with 3x faster decoding speed over the
performance of the 2017 production system, DNN (nnet2).
Based on the overall experimental results, we could find the
Table 2: Preliminary experimental results using 550 hour subset (1-best semi-supervised). LM is the same as across the models.
AM Test set WER % (3-gram LM) # Model Params AM Size WFST Size Decoding RTF
TDNN
tdnn 7b
Agent 10.4
Caller 14.3 11.4 M 44 MB 370 MB 0.29
Combined 12.1
TDNN+LSTM
tdnn lstm 1b
Agent 10.7
Caller 14.0 18.6 M 72 MB 370 MB 0.57
Combined 12.2
bGRU
bgru 1a
Agent 9.3
Caller 12.6 47.5 M 183 MB 370 MB 2.39
Combined 10.7
TDNN
tdnn 7o
Agent 9.9
Caller 13.0 22.2 M 86 MB 370 MB 0.24
Combined 11.3
Table 3: Preliminary experimental results using 550 hour subset (1-best and full lattice-based approaches). LM is the same as across
the models.
AM Test set WER % (3-gram LM) # Model Params AM Size WFST Size Decoding RTF
TDNN
tdnn 7o
Agent 9.3
Caller 12.3 22.2 M 86 MB 370 MB 0.24
Combined 10.6
TDNN
tdnn 7o
(full lattice)
Agent 9.3
Caller 11.9 22.2 M 86 MB 370 MB 0.26
Combined 10.4
Table 4: WER performance and model attributes for 5,500 hours full training set. LM is the same as across the models.
AM Test set
WER% # Model
Params
AM
Size WFST Size
Decoding
RTFLM3-gram 4-gram TF-LSTM
DNN
nnet2
Agent 10.3 9.8 9.8
Caller 13.2 12.8 12.5 13.7 M 54 MB 1.1 GB 0.99
Combined 11.5 11.1 11.0
TDNN
tdnn 7o
Agent 8.3 8.1 7.8
Caller 10.9 10.7 10.2 23.4 M 91 MB 370 MB 0.34
Combined 9.4 9.3 8.9
TDNN
tdnn 7o
(full lattice)
Agent 7.1 7.1 7.0
Caller 9.6 9.7 9.2 23.0 M 89 MB 370 MB 0.30
Combined 8.2 8.2 8.0
fact that WER of agent channel was better than WER of caller
channel. This is obvious because our LM contains some por-
tion of agent sentences frequently spoken whereas caller chan-
nel (from customer side) sentences are usually hard to predict.
Another reason is that quality of agent channel audio is usually
better than caller channel which can usually contain background
noise (e.g., babble, street, car, etc).
From Table 4, we capture the improvements to the decoding
real-time factor and graph size, which translates into a signifi-
cantly smaller production decoding fleet size and lower CPU as
considering our daily call volume.
4. Discussion
In this report we have chronicled improvements made to our
production ASR system based on a semi-supervised LF-MMI
training with lattice-based supervision. Our current directions
involve experiments to dynamically add words to the FST graph
using word-class language models [15, 16]. Other practical so-
lutions involve creating customer and vertical specific training
and evaluation sets, including customer-specific LM-rescoring.
While there is a lot of hype and promise around end-to-end
(E2E) systems like ESPNET [17, 18] and DeepSpeech [19], our
practical experience experimenting and training these models
has shown them to be very sensitive to the data cleanliness in
ways that encumbers a semi-supervised training process. Fur-
thermore, in comparison with current LF-MMI techniques, E2E
performance is not ready for production for the spontaneous and
large vocabulary conversational task.
Finally, since the original 30,000 hours of unlabeled audio
originally used in [4], we have grown the size of our unsuper-
vised audio dataset to be over 80,000 hours. Future experiments
involve using this larger, unfiltered dataset as the starting point
for semi-supervised model training efforts.
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